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Virginia governor:
Is anybody safe?

Virginia Governor Ralph Northam refuses to resign after
an alleged picture of him in black face surfaced.
Northam at first said the picture was a mistake and then
later said the picture was not him at all. He did admit to trying to portray Michael Jackson.
According to media reports almost everyone has called
for Northam to resign as Governor. Northam denies being
a racist and admits that he has made some mistakes in the
past. He attests there is nothing about who he is today that is
racist and that he is inclusive of all people.
At this writing Northam’s future as governor appears
bleak with high powered democrats in his state and even
nationally calling for his resignation.
Did Northam commit the unpardonable sin? Do we as
Americans have unpardonable sins? We certainly do not
forgive murder in America as people are executed or spend
life in prison. Robbing, stealing from people also carry severe
penalties. Illegal drug use and trafficking send people to
prison. There are crimes that carry severe penalties in our
country and around the world.
However, what if your employer decides to terminate you
because of something you did 30 years ago? What if you had
an abortion when you were 18? What if a photograph surfaces of you dancing on a table somewhere shows up? What
if you used some vulgar language on social media five years
ago? What if you stole a cookie out of the cookie jar at your
neighbor’s house or took a quarter off someone’s desk?
The truth is we have all done something or a few things we
probably regret.
I wonder how many people in America have been disrespectful to their parents? What about the times we told our
teachers that the dog ate our homework? How many times
have we let gossip slip out of our mouths?
Are you really safe from the past disrupting your life and
fork of that big hickory by the surplus crotch career today? Apparently not. Everyone is in jeopardy it
slack in my baggy Anvil overalls. That denim seems.
was as strong as cloth ever was and it was
Most all of us know we have messed up in the past in some
holding me like vice as I hollered and yelled
form. People today go through multiple marriages and relato my brother on the ground. Obviously
tionships knowing mistakes were made. We go through jobs
there was no way he could have saved me
and careers knowing that looking back we could have done
had I tumbled to the ground, some things differently. We look back through times of high
but desperately I screamed
school, college and young adult life knowing that if we had
hoping he could do someanother chance we would likely do some things differently.
thing.
Is there no room for grace and forgiveness in America?
Flailing my arms and What about when a person says, “I have messed up and made
legs round and round hoping mistakes but that’s not who I am today.” Is there no room in
to feel something other than
America for redemption, a new start with old things being
put behind?
air, I grasped a broomstickIf we can never overcome our failures, sins and shortcomsize limb and held on for dear
life. Indeed it was for dear life for had I fallen ings in America then we are surely a doomed society. Oliver
Cromwell was right when he said, “If we forget the past we
to the rock pile, I almost certainly would
are condemned to repeat it.”
have been fatally injured or maimed for life.
However, if we cannot forgive the past we can never outSheepishly and slowly I lowered myself
live it. – Glenn Mollette, glennmollette.com
to the ground, hanging on to that tree trunk
with my arms and legs.
Never before or since have I been so
thankful that my overalls were too big and
Note: Ugly politics is nothIt all seems so rude. Rudeness
baggy. At that moment they were just right.

My second narrow escape from death
First published Sept. 30, 1998
When I was about 14 years old, my brother
and I frequently climbed trees to shake off
hickory nuts, pick muscadines or even run
squirrels and opossums out of their nests. It
was not unusual to find one or the other of
us 50 feet from the ground in
the sprawling limbs of a tall
tree.
I was up a huge hickory
one afternoon shaking the
nut-laden limbs in an effort
to dislodge the tasty fruit so
we could pick them up off the
ground. There was a four-foot
high rock wall under the tree that made one
side of a pasture fence and I never had before
realized the possible danger of such a rugged, hard structure.
As I stomped and shook one of the top
limbs, my foot slipped and I suddenly found
myself headed downward with that rock wall
my likely destination. I stopped after eight
or ten feet and found myself dangling in the

Politics’ ugly face is no accident

The real barbecue crisis

North Carolina’s most important emergency is not the next
federal government shutdown.
Nor is it a fake national emergency on the nation’s southern
border.
Our state’s real emergency is
a real threat to its dominant position in the world of barbecue.
Forget for a moment about
our family spat about whether
it is Eastern or Lexington style
barbecue that is better. We
can fight cheerfully among
ourselves about that question
forever.
But, according to barbecue
expert John Shelton Reed,
there is not much difference
between the two, especially if
it is real barbecue. Real barbecue, he says, must be cooked
and smoked over real wood
coals. Otherwise, Reed says, it is
not real. It is rather, using the
French word for false or fake,
“faux ‘cue.”
The immediate challenge to
our favorite food comes from
CBS’s “The Late Show” host
Stephen Colbert. He is a South
Carolina native who usually
makes his living coming up with
new ways to make fun of President Donald Trump.
Last month, however, he
resurrected his barbecue war
against us.
Making a joke about the good
news that a missing three-yearold Craven County boy had
been found, he said the bad
news was that the boy was now
condemned to a lifetime of eating North Carolina barbecue.
He has called our barbecue “a
sauceless, vinegar-based meat
product” and compared the
vinegar to toilet cleaner.

Back in 2004 Colbert grossly
chewed a plug of tobacco. When
he spit it out, he said he was
adding it to “my chaw juice or,
as they call it in North Carolina,
barbecue sauce.”
He held up a
plate, which he said
was “as close as we
can get to North
Carolina barbecue,
it’s just shredded
cardboard soaked in
vinegar.”
Responding for
North Carolina, Gov.
Roy Cooper tweeted,
“Those are fighting
words. Vinegar and
tomato have their
place -- y’all have a mustard
problem.”
An unsigned comment from
BH Media in the Winston Salem
Journal cleverly summed up
Colbert’s situation with North
Carolinians: “You’ve pulled
North Carolinians in, Colbert.
You may have stepped in some
pit.”
But Colbert says he is ready
for our attacks. “I welcome your
vinegar-stained letters, you poor
flavor-deprived bastards.”
If you want to send him
a vinegar-stained electronic
message, you can write him
at http://www.fastnote.com/
stephen-colbert
Or you could write him
a thank you note. Tell him
we appreciate the attention.
Even his crazy nonsense helps
spread the word. And we
welcome the competition. If
folks from South Carolina and
other states driving home on
I-95, I-85, or I-40 stop at some
of our classic barbecue eater-
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ies and sample the product, I
think they will forget about the
Colbert craziness.
But there is a problem.
We are losing some of our
best barbecue places.
Last month the
massive Bill’s Barbecue near I-95 in
Wilson closed after
more than 55 years
in business. Its
founder, Bill Ellis,
retired in 2015 and
died in 2017. Even
when Bill’s 850 seats
were full, visiting
its bountiful buffet
was like a warm
family meal. But
keeping it going proved to be too
much for his widow.
A few weeks earlier, Allen &
Son near I-40 and I-85 north of
Chapel Hill shut its doors. For
many years, owner Keith Allen
worked early and late to chop
the hickory wood and manage
the slow-cooked fire that brings
pork shoulders to perfect eating condition. Southern Living
praised Allen & Son and made it
one of its “Top Picks” in southern barbecue joints.
Colbert’s sassy comments
might annoy us, but the loss of
these classic barbecue institutions and the threatened loss of
other treasured restaurants is
our real crisis.
Note: If you have a favorite
barbecue restaurant that you
could not do without, write me a
note explaining and describing
why. In a few weeks I will share
all comments with those who
write and with Mr. Colbert. Send
your comments to nceateries@
yahoo.com

1953 - PULITZER PRIZE FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE
1974 - NCPA PRESS AWARD/PERSONAL COLUMNS
1975 - NCPA PRESS AWARD/NEWS SERIES
W. HORACE CARTER - FOUNDER
1975 - NCPA PRESS AWARD/ADVERTISING
January 20, 1921 - September 16, 2009
1986 - NCPA PRESS CONTEST/SPOT NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
1988 - NCPA PRESS CONTEST/FEATURES
1995 - NCPA EDITORIAL CONTEST/SPOT NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
DEUCE NIVEN
JENN BOYD CAUSEY
GENERAL MANAGER/EDITOR
ADVERTISING/REPORTER 1995 - NCPA EDITORIAL CONTEST/HUMOROUS COLUMNS
1995 - NCPA EDITORIAL CONTEST/SPOT NEWS REPORTING
PENNY HOLMES
1996 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/PHOTOGRAPHY PAGE
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR/CIRCULATION
1997 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/SPOT NEWS REPORTING
1997 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/NEWS WRITING
1997 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/SPOT NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
1998 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST /NEWS FEATURE WRITING
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ing new, despite the current tone
in Washington and elsewhere.
Exhibit A: this column from Oct.
21, 1998.
If political muckraking - for the most
part through mudslinging, name calling, fact distorting
TV advertising - has
you ready to puke,
you’re not alone.
Escaping political
garbage has been
nearly impossible
this election season.
That, according to at least one
political scientist, is no accident.
Clarity is not the goal of
candidates, University of South
Carolina political scientist David Berube tells the Associated
Press. Researchers believe confusing undecided voters keeps
them at home, and while most
politicians say they want more
people at the voting booth, truth
is they would prefer those who
oppose them otherwise occupied
on election day.
Sadly, this tactic seems to
work. When the masses stay
home on election day, anyone
can win, and the winner will
always be the candidate with
the best organization, the man
or woman best able to mobilize
their voters.
Winners in the ugly campaign contest this year must
be Beasley and Hodges in
South Carolina’s gubernatorial
contest, Faircloth and Edwards
in the race for one of North
Carolina’s U.S. Senate seats. In
both races both sides have used
negative advertising to smear
their opponents. Who’s telling
the truth? It seems impossible
to tell in some cases, with each
candidate either a hero or villain, depending on which side
you choose to believe.

1998 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/
SERIOUS COLUMNS
1999 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
1999 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/
SERIOUS COLUMNS
1999 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/
FEATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
1999 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/
FEATURE WRITING

AWARDS

begets rudeness, and there was
plenty of evidence of that in
Loris Saturday.
Gov. David
Beasley said he was
thrilled to be in town
for the Bog-Off Festival, and I’m sure he
relished the opportunity to ask for votes in
one more corner of the
state. In a non-election
year it’s doubtful he
would have found time
to be the Bog-Off parade’s grand marshal,
so he has no one to blame but
himself for the anti-Beasley
crowd that showed up on the
parade route.
Free speech is free speech,
and Jim Hodges’ supporters
have all the right in the world to
let Beasley know how they feel
about his politics and policies.
Still, hateful shouting at the
governor on a day intended as
a celebration in Loris may well
have done the incumbent more
good than harm.
Perhaps the ugly shouts will
have the same effect as negative advertising, driving more
potential voters to apathy, and
leaving control of the political
system that is supposed to be for
everyone in the hands of a relative few.
What we’re left with is a
political system most choose to
ignore, one where special interests wield political clout citizens
have given up in disgust.
Putting the people back in
politics is as easy as it is elusive. It comes down to voting, to
taking the time to examine the
candidates and to vote your own
conscience.
It’s an exercise worth pursuing regularly, every time the
polls open. I hope to see you
there Nov. 3.

1999 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/USE OF PHOTOGRAPHS
2000 - NCPA ADVERTISING CONTEST/BEST USE OF SPOT COLOR
2000 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/SERIOUS COLUMNS
2001 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
2002 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/SPORTS COLUMNS
2002 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/SPECIAL SECTION
2003 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/EDITORIALS
2007 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/GENERAL NEWS REPORTING
2009 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
2009 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/GENERAL NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
2010 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/PROFILE FEATURE
2011 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING
2011 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/GENERAL NEWS REPORTING
2011 - NCPA JOURNALISM CONTEST/FEATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

